Multiple Singing Magnet Ingestion leading to Partial Gastric Outlet Obstruction
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ABSTRACT

Ingestion of multiple magnets can cause serious complications in children. A 6-year-old boy presented with clinical features of partial gastric outlet obstruction secondary to ingestion of multiple magnets. On exploration, six magnets were retrieved from stomach. The patient is doing fine thereafter.
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INTRODUCTION:

Amongst foreign bodies (FB) ingested in children magnets are of special consideration. The ovoid shape magnets are very attractive to the children as they produce a typical sound when tossed together in air, so named as singing magnets. Due to their smooth and slippery structure, and ovoid shape these magnets can easily pass into stomach if children ingest them accidentally. This may result in variety of complications.¹ ² Herein a child who ingested multiple singing magnets leading to gastric outlet obstruction (GOO) is reported.

CASE REPORT:

A six year old boy referred with recurrent episodes of abdominal pain and non-bilious vomiting for the last two and half months. The child could tolerate few meals but often vomit out most of the ingested food. For this complaint multiple visits were made to different physicians and he received various medications and at times intravenous fluids. On admission, the patient was vitally stable but slightly dehydrated. Abdominal examination revealed fullness and mild tenderness especially in the left upper quadrant. All laboratory investigations were within normal limits. Contrast meal study and CT scan abdomen were done in peripheral hospitals. These revealed metallic jumbled up FBs in mid abdomen (Fig-I). Patient was initially referred to gastroenterology department for endoscopic removal

Fig I: Metallic FB in the mid abdomen on radiograph.

Fig II: Multiple magnets being retrieved from the stomach. Inset shows 6 singing magnets.
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but it was not attempted thus plan was made to perform laparotomy. At operation six singing magnets were retrieved from the stomach after performing gastrotomy (Fig. II). During removal, one magnet was slipped and crossed the pylorus which was milked from duodenum back to the stomach and retrieved. Postoperative course was uneventful.

**DISCUSSION:**

In our case all the magnets were jumbled-up in the stomach. This resulted in partial obstruction of stomach at pyloric canal. All magnets were stuck together thus none of them were present beyond stomach. Surgical intervention is required in case of multiple magnets ingestion according to algorithm devised by European and North American Societies of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition. When multiple magnets are in the esophagus or the stomach these can be removed endoscopically. Our gastroenterology team was of the view that these magnets have entered the small bowel. Multiple magnets ingestion may result in various complications. Thus early intervention is recommended.
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